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ABSTRACT 
Let them eat cake! is a food-led event serving an edible 
imaginary of your Facebook profile. In early 2012, 
Facebook conducted massive scale emotional contagion by 
manipulating the emotional expressions in the News Feeds 
of 689,003 users [1]. This exemplifies how the 
governability and the biopolitics of everyday life flow 
through the many layers of shared images, liked videos, 
protocols, and hyperlinks, all orchestrated by the Facebook 
News Feed algorithm. Let them eat cake! proposes a 
gustatory experience to the visitor, a cake imagined with 
synthetic DNA encoded from a user’s Facebook profile 
data. The profile’s data categories (Ad Topics, Facial 
Recognition Data, Friends, Followers, Likes, and Political 
Views) are transposed into cake layers, with an absurd twist 
that reflects the algorithms agency. Ultimately the work 
explores innovative forms of engagement with human-
machine relationships through ‘algorithm taste’ interaction. 
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DESCRIPTION 
Context 
“Let them eat cake!” she retorted, as she was told the 
peasants had no more bread to eat. According to the myth, 
the French Queen Marie-Antoinette was so detached from 
her subjects that she thought that they should simply eat a 
more luxurious foodstuff like cake if the staples had run 
out. The politics of power and their relationship to food are 
expressed in this well know phrase. Following Hannah 
Landecker’s notion of food as a conditioning environment 
that shapes the activity of the genome and the physiology of 
the body[2], we use cake as exposure to social media 
politics. The designed and manufactured sets of molecules 
that compose food exist in the cloud in which we are 
immersed. Metabolism can be a source to understand 
circuits of exchange, in short, the biopolitics of matter. 
The basis of these relationships depends on vast resources 
allocated to the development of new forms of data storage 
to accommodate expanding capacity requirements. 
Synthetic DNA is the proposed solution to the data storage 
problem. Its stable format, high-density information 
encoding capacity, and low maintenance properties are 
fueling the promise of near infinite, never-deprecating 
storage[3][4]. For the first time, data will be truly 
embodied, with the code of life itself. In short, DNA 
presages the Facebook server farms of the future. 
Let them eat cake! looks particularly at some of the ways in 
which Facebook curates each News Feed. Such as: 
emotional contagion experiments[1], the augmentation of 
political polarization[5], and the adjustment of content 
visibility depending on its source, and its format[6][7]. We 
propose food-led events as a way to interact with these 
complex socio-technical assemblages. Though we do not 
yet propose the synthetic DNA version of the cake, but 
rather a harmless sugar substitute, we aim to emphasise the 
materiality of data by making it edible, and thereby to 
engage with the issues around near future DNA data storage 
and datafication through food-led interaction. 
For CC2017, we present a local version of the cake in the 
form of the popular kueh lapis. This layered Peranakan 
desert - a marriage of Chinese and Malay cooking traditions 
following the influx of male Chinese traders in the 17th 
Century - symbolises the complexity of human-machine 
relationships. With this submission, we propose tasting as a 
way to interact with these complex socio- technical 
assemblages, including DNA data storage, ‘post-truth’ and 
Facebook engineered news.  
Figure 1 – Cross-section of the cake showing layers that 
correspond to the Facebook data categories. 
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